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TOMBEAU
Professor Joanna MacGregor

DE MESSIAEN
and Professor Stephen Pratt

SP: h the last lecture, 1 talked about the impact of Stockhausen’s Man tra, a
piece for two pianos, percussion and five electronics. I am not done in my
admiration for Man tra. The simple but hig~y effective idea of integrating
the electronic transformations
of the live piano sound with the harmonic
structure of the piece, and the projection of a single melodic idea amoss
the tfirteen sections which make up the hour long work has itiuenced
a
significant number of composers. inspired by Messiaen in the early 1950s,
Stockhausen had sought a compositional method by which he could
achieve a common organisational principle for pitch, rhythm, articdation
and even timbre. Total seridism, as it became known, had a brief but
importmt role to play in European music; though it ultimately ftied, the
experience was to prove liberating rather than restri~ing for composers
such as Stockhausen and Boulez.
Jonathan Harvey was born in Sutton Coldfield in 1939. Early composition
teaching with Erwin Stein and Hans Keller gave him a thorough training
in ‘classic# serial technique. Later, in 1969, he went to Princeton and
studied with Milton Babbitt. For Harvey, this provided him with an
experience not dissimilar to that of Stockhausen in the early fifties. Babbitt
had been a leader in continuing developments
in total serial thinking
beyond the early 1950s. His writings provided composers and theorists
with a clarity and purity of thought, even if the language often invited
mixed responses:
Any consideration of the operations of the system must proceed from an awareness
of their permutational nature. As a simple example: transposition, exceptig the
identity transposition, in a combinational system restits in the adjoining of pitches
which are not present in the original coUe&on, and thus establishes a new subcollection; transposition of a set resdts ody in a permutation of the elements.1

So, Harvey passed through a period of study in wfich he wodd have been
working alongside composers and theorists continuing to work through
the implications of post war serial developments. Like Stockhausen, this
appears to have been a tiberattig rather than restri~ing experience. His
Dyeam, received several
first major work, the orchestral Peysephone
significant performances in the early 1970s. At the same time, he was
completing a study of Stockhausen’s music, and the last piece to be
dismssed in the book is Mantra, which just makes it into the appendix.
Harvey’s admiration of Stotiausen
is dear, and Yd We to start by
,
fomssing on a piece from 1982 which 1 believe to be significantly
tiuenced
by Maniya. b the early 1980s, Harvey was one of the first
British composers to be invited to work at lRCAM, the electronic music
research centre set up by Pierre Botiez in the mid 70s. There were to be

1Wbbitt, M: Twelvetone tivariants as com~ositiond determinants(reprintedin Problems
of Modem Music, ed P.H. Lana Norton 1%2)

two products of this collaboration with the RCAM staff; a tape piece,
Mortuos Pfangos, VZVOSVoco, and Bka kti, a piece for ensemble and tape.
In both works, Harvey was able to make use of new digital sampfing
techniques to sctipt the sounds on the tapes.
Dgital sound technoloa~ is based on the abifity to create artficial sound
waves. With a sampler, it is possible to record sound and then recreate the
sound waves digita~y. tice stored in this fore, it is possible to alter
certain aspects of the sound without changing others. To give a simple
example - prior to digitd technology, if you wanted to make a piece of
recorded music go faster, you had to accept that the pitch wodd rise,
udess you went to very elaborate lengths to compensate. With digital
technology, it is a simple operation to change those aspects of the sound
waves which are concerned with the rate of events without affecting the
pitch.
For Bhakti, Harvey recorded the sounds of the instruments that he had
selected to make up the ensemble that wodd be playing hve. These
recordings formed the raw material for the tape part of Bhakti. Using the
most up to date sampting software avdable at RCAM at the time, he
created a tape part which is based on the transformed sounds of the
instruments; we hear them in their alter egos, so to speak.
h practice there are sections in which the tape part is heard on its own,
and at others complex passages in which the live players and the tape have
to combine precisely. Here’s a passage in which we hear the tape done:

Extiact 1 (CD, Bhakti, mvt II)

Bhakti is in 12 sections, and Harvey’s compositional technique owes
something to Mantra in the way in which the sectional construction of the
work relates to a single ‘formda’ expressed at the outset. Like Man tra, we
hear five and transformed somd in performance. Mantra, is a classic of
the andogue age, and Bhakti one of the first of the digitd age. As we have
observed on a few occasions, there haven’t been many great serious classics
using digitd technology, despite the advances made in hard- and software.
Bhakti is a Sanskrit word which means devotion. At the end of each of the
sections there is a quotation from the Rig Veda. Harvey sees the piece as a
response to the texts
at a transcendent~ level of consciousness rather than at an inteUe&4
The tinks with Mantra are clear.
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But there are also finks with Messiaen, and this wH1 lead us to the central
piece in today’s lecture. Here’s The Birds of Karuizawa, from Messiaen’s
Sept Haikai of 1962:

Extiact Messiaen Sept Haikai (tape)

And now the sixth movement from Bhak ii. The associated text from the
Rig Veda begins:
the celestial coursers, revelkg

in Weir stien@,

fly in a fine We tild geese

Extiact (CD) Bhakti Wth movement
The central theme of our lectures, Tom beau

de Messiaen, has been the
extension of the sound of the piano - starting with Messiaen’s epic Vingt
Regards. In the work which gives us the title of this group of lectures, we
come around in a circle. Harvey’s Tom beau de Messiaen was composed as
an elegy to Messiaen after his death in 1992. This is a work for piano and
tape, although todya’s technology enables us to put the tape part onto ~
(which is extremely convenient for performance today h our beautiful but
modest hd at Gresham). Like Bhakti, Tombeau
de Messiaen employs
sampled sound from the five instrument in the tape part.

JMcG: But before we hear Tombeau
de Messiaen, I’d me to play you an
extract from a recent piece by Jonathan Harvey wM& made a huge impact
upon me when I heard it at last ye<s Huddersfield Festival. It’s c~ed
Ashes Dance Back, and its written for choir md electronics. The text is
from fragments of poems by the thirteenth century Sufi poet Rumi, which
deal with the total dissolution of the self in passionate divine love,
reflected in metaphors of nature: being blown asunder by wind, consumed
by fire or drowned in the ocean, for instance. The electronic part is mostly
played from a sampler keyboard, expanding the choir outwards into
elements of wind, fire and water .... as the composer teUs us, the humans
become wind, fire and water

Extiact on tape: Ashes dance back
Now to Tom beau de Messiaen. We’ve already heard a debt to Messiaen in
Bhakti, and here there are piano textures reminiscent of Messiaen. The

tape part retunes the piano, so that there are microtond tensions between
the tive piano and the tape; and, additiondly, there’s a tight contrapuntd
relationship between the two which is reminiscent of the work of
Nancarrow.

Joanna plays Tombeau de Messiaen (complete)
FinMy, to a very new piece by Jonathan Harvey which dso brings together

five piano and prerecorded tape. ~s is Homage to Cage, a Chopin (und
Ligeti ist such dabei- and Ligeti is in the background) and its featured on
the new Perilous Night ~ which has been finded by Gresham College.
me last movement of Choptis Bb minor piano sonata is heard through
the flter of John Cage’s world of prepared piano. In addition, the tape
suplies a ‘computer-musid dimension which gradudy decomposes the
piano sonority. me reference to Ligeti is through the title of his own
identity-questiofig
work, Self-Portrait with Reich and Riley (with
Chopin in the background).
Here’s a bit of the tape part:

Extiact, tape pati

hd

here’s part of the Chopin which inspired it:

Joanna plays
SP: We hope you w~ share our admiration of Jonathan Harvey from this
brief introduction to his work. His is an important voice in British
contempor~
music; his work draws on the post-war European avant-garde, and synthesises this with deeply- felt spiritual befiefs and and
imaginative use of the raw elements of music.

